
Open OR Surgical Center faced a critical operational challenge of extensive downtime in its operating rooms due to block scheduling 
constraints. Partnering with Trendsic Corporation, Open OR implemented a revolutionary web/mobile application that allowed 
physicians to free up unused time slots. This solution not only increased profitability but also led to improved patient care, optimized 
resource utilization, and enhanced physician satisfaction.

The traditional model of block scheduling led to significant 
inefficiencies at Open OR Surgical Center. Physicians were 
allotted specific time blocks each week, but these were 
often not fully utilized, leading to empty operating rooms 
and reduced profitability. The cost of maintaining an idle 
operating room impacted the center’s bottom line and also 
contributed to backlogs and longer waiting times for patients.

Trendsic Corporation’s web application revolutionized Open OR Surgical Center’s operating room scheduling, 
leading to increased profitability, enhanced patient care, and optimized resource utilization. It sets a 
benchmark in OR management, highlighting the gains that technology can bring to healthcare operations.

• Quickly release unused time slots

• Offer real-time visibility into OR availability

• Enable other doctors to book available OR time

Trendsic Corporation developed a web application tailored to 
Open OR’s unique needs. This platform allowed physicians to:

By reducing downtime and increasing OR usage, Open OR 
Surgical Center experienced a significant boost in profitability, 
given that they only make money when an OR is in use.

The application is scalable, meaning that as Open 
OR grows, the software can easily adapt to more 
complex scheduling needs.

Reducing idle time in ORs also leads to less waste 
of electricity and other resources, contributing to a 
more eco-friendly healthcare facility.

The efficiency gains give Open OR a significant edge 
over competitors still grappling with scheduling 
inefficiencies, making it a more attractive option for 
both physicians and patients.

Efficient utilization of ORs can also help in meeting 
various healthcare compliance standards related to 
resource allocation and patient care.

Less downtime and more efficient use of ORs led to reduced 
waiting times for patients, which in turn increased patient 
satisfaction and outcomes.

The application allowed for real-time inventory and staff 
management, ensuring that necessary supplies and staff 
were optimally allocated.

Physicians were more satisfied as they could more flexibly 
manage their schedules and were better able to meet the 
needs of their patients.

The application collected data on OR utilization, which was 
analyzed to make more informed decisions on scheduling, 
staffing, and resource allocation.
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